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Lighting can magically 
transform an outdoor 
space says Robert 
Webber, but knowing 
how much to use and 
where to shine is the trick

sanctuary with layers of light; highlighting key 

features to create the wow factor, introducing 

aesthetic lighting to generate a particular mood, 

and installing the practicalities of step and 

threshold lighting to make the space inviting and 

usable for all.

To achieve lighting excellence, these layers 

need to be built into any garden lighting 

scheme. I’ve taught on this for years now, but it 

often astounds me when we receive proposals 

from designers or clients that miss the three 

main ingredients:

Look at the key features within your  
garden. If you don’t have any, then import 

one — a sculpture, a planter, a tree, or a pot 

from Mr David Dodd’s @potsandpithoi 

(that’ll keep him happy!). Make the feature 

visible from inside one of the key rooms 

within the house. It’s important to fulfil 

summer and winter demands of the garden, 

so create an art piece through the window 

in the winter, and then an inviting space for 

summer. If you have a tight budget then 

start with a feature — close to the house, 

and in full view.

Tackle areas where people will  
sit, entertain, relax and connect  
with each other. That’s what creates  

the memories — and if you want people  

to remember you, then create an 

environment where they remember and 

connect to each other. Use soft subtle 

lighting around benches; outside 

chandeliers over dining terraces. Invite 

them into hidden elements of the garden 

that they wouldn’t explore in the day;  

under tree canopies, around water  

features, and close to the house.
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Start from the feet up — make it inviting.  

If you light the way, then people will follow 

you. Don’t fall into the trap of lighting every 

single path and every single set of steps. 

Use the light to control the way they use the 

garden and lead them to where you want 

their nocturnal sanctuary to be. 

Think about changes in levels, entrances  

and exits from the house to the garden — this 

juncture of light is so important. If there is no 

‘connection’ between inside and out, then it will 

repeal rather than invite. That’s where colour 

temperature is so important — matching the 

actual colour of light from inside the main room 

where people exit to use the garden. Then you 

create an extension of their winter hibernation, 

into a summer of love.

Light is not a one-dimensional science — its 

multi-faceted. Place one light outside and you 

create mystery. Light the way to the mystery 

and you invite people to share the space. Make 

the mystery a key feature or place to sit within 

the garden and you create pleasure. At this 

time of year, we spend much longer outside 

with mother nature. We feel better for having 

the sun on our bodies, and it makes us far 

more social than we may have felt whilst 

hibernating over winter.

This is a phenomenon that we seek to 

create all year; with the inviting beauty of 

garden lighting. To light a garden should be 

compulsory by the government! The benefits of 

being outside in nature are clearly medically 

proven. It eases the hardest of depressions and 

softens the hardest of souls — if only it was 

available on prescription!

By lighting the daytime creation, you create 

two gardens for the price of one. Nocturnal 

spaces well lit, are often diametrically opposed 

to their daytime friends. You can create a 
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